Let R be a local ring and let R' be a commutative .R-algebra faithfully flat as an .R-module. Let G be a finitely generated group and let M, N be .RG-modules, finitely presented over R. Let M' = M®RR'; N' = N®rR', then M', N' can be considered as R'G-modules. We shall prove that the R'G-modules M', N' are isomorphic if and only if the -RG-modules M and N are isomorphic.
1. All considered rings are assumed to have an identity 1 and all modules are supposed to be unitary. Subrings are assumed to have the same identity as the containing rings. For any ring P, let P* denote the group of all invertible elements of P. For any two P-modules M and N we shall write M^pN if M is isomorphic to N. In the paper we shall use some notions of Galois theory, Galois cohomology aiid Amitsur cohomology. We shall now recall briefly some basic definitions of these theories. Two automorphisms g, h of a commutative ring P are called strongly different if for every nonzero idempotent e of P there exists 5 in P such that f(s)e?¿g(s)e. If G is a finite group of automorphisms of a commutative ring P', P = (P') °, P' is a separable P-algebra and the elements of G are pairwise strongly different, then P' is called a Galois extension of P with Galois group G (for details see [3] ).
Assume now that P' is a Galois extension of P with Galois group G and let A be a (in general noncommutative) P-algebra. Then HX(G, {A®pP')*) denotes the first cohomology set of G with coefficients in {A ®P')*, where the action of G on {A ®P')* is defined via the formula g{a®p') =a®g(p'), for any aE.A, p'EP', gGG (for definition see, e.g., [7, p. 131 
]).
On the other hand if P is any commutative ring and F any functor defined on the category of commutative P-algebras into the category of all groups then for any commutative P-algebra P' there exists the first Amitsur cohomology set Hl(P'/P, F) defined in the following way. Consider the following diagram [ This defines an equivalence relation on the set Zl(P'/P, F), and H\P'/P, F) is defined as the set of equivalence classes of the relation.
Let A be a (in general noncommutative) P-algebra and let M, N be ¿1-modules such that M®P'~A®p'N®P'.
Then we may choose an isomorphism t: M®P'^>N®P'. Let n, t2:M®P'®P'-+N®P'®P' be the isomorphisms induced by t and ei, €2, respectively. Then r2-1Ti£Aut¿®p<®/>'(M(g>P'<g)P') and it is easy to show that in fact t^tiEZ^P'/P, Aut(M®p •••))• One can also directly verify that the cohomology class of r2\\ does not depend on the particular choice of t. Therefore there exists a map of the set of isomorphism classes of A -modules N such that M®P'~N®P' into Hl(P'/P, Aut(M®P • • • )) and one can prove that if P' is faithfully flat over P, A is finitely generated (as an algebra over P) and M is finitely presented as P-module then the map is injective. 0 -> P -> P'ZX P' ® P', is exact. This follows from Lemma 1.1, p. 18 of [5] and the following result (applied for Pi = P' and Pi=P'®P').
(A) Let P be a commutative ring and let A be a (in general noncommutative) P-algebra finitely generated over P (as an algebra).
Let N, N' be ^4-modules finitely presented as P-modules and let Pi be any faithfully flat commutative P-algebra. Then the canonical homomorphism
is an isomorphism.
In fact if S is a finite set of generators of A over P then there is the following exact sequence
where <t>(h)=(sh -hs),es-Since Pi is faithfully flat over P, the sequence 0 ~» Honu(AT, A7') 0 Pj
is also exact and (A) follows from the fact that the canonical homo-
2. Let R be a local ring and let £ be a (in general noncommutative) P-algebra with 1. Let R' be a Galois extension of R (in the sense of [3] ) with Galois group G. Lemma 1. Let R, R', A be as above and let Hl(R'/R, (E® ■ ■ ■)*) be the first cohomology set of the noncommutative Amitsur cohomology then H\R'/R, (E®B ■ ■ ■ )*) = H\G, (E ® R')*) where the action of G on (E®R')* is defined via the formula g{a®r') = a®g{r'),for any a£E, r'£P', gGG.
Proof. If E is a commutative P-algebra then the result is a particular case of Theorem 5.4 of [3] . The argument in the general case is analogous.
Let R be a local ring, m its maximal ideal and let E be an P-algebra. We say that E is of type (*) if the P/w-algebra F = E®R/m is finite dimensional, and if <j> is the canonical morphism £->P then for any P-algebra R' projective and of finite type as P-module, aE(E®R')* if and only if (0® l)(a)G(P®sP')*-Note that if E is finitely generated as an P-module then E is of type (*). In fact, let F = E®R/m and (¡>(a) = a®l, for every a£E.
It surHcies to show that if R' is a faithfully flat P-algebra and Therefore a has a right-inverse. Similarly the element a has a left-inverse. Thus aE(E®R')*. Theorem 1. Let R, R', E be as in Lemma 1 and suppose that E is of type (*). Then Hl(R'/R, (E®B ■ ■ ■ )*) is trivial.
Proof.
It follows from Lemma 1 that it suffices to show that H1^, (E®r ■ ■ ■ )*) is trivial, where G is any group of automorphisms of R'/R such that R' is a Galois extension of R with Galois group G.
Step. 1. Assume that R is a field, £ is a finite-dimensional P-algebra, and R' is a finite Galois field extension of R. In this case the result is well known (see Exercise 2, p. 160 in [7] ).
Step 2. Assume that R is a field, E is a finite-dimensional P-algebra and R' any finite-dimensional P-algebra such that P'=®J_1P¿, Let G be the direct product of the Galois group H of Pi over R and of any group G' acting freely and transitively on the set ¡1, ■••,fj.
Then G acts in a natural way on R', and R' is a Galois extension of R with Galois group G. Let {Tg}geo be a 1-cocycle with values in (P®P')* (i.e. TgE(E®R')*, Tgh = g(Th)-T0, for any g, hEG). Then { 7VßiKeH can be interpreted as a 1-cocycle with values in (£®Pi)* and hence it follows from the result of the first step that we may assume Th-ei = ei, for every h EH. Let a be any element of Pi such that ^aes h{a) = 1 and let T= 23"eG Tg-g(aei).
Then it is easy to see that TE(E®R')* and g(T) = T~lT for any gEG. Hence the cocycle { Tg} is coboundary of a 0-cochain.
Step 3. The general case. Let m be the maximal ideal of P. Then R'/mR' ( =R' ®R/m) is a Galois extension of R/m with Galois group G (acting via the formula g(a®s) =g(a) ®s, for any aER', sER/m, gEG) [3, Lemma 1.7]. Let {Tg}"<=o be a 1-cocycle with values in (E®R')* and let {Te}g<=G be the image under the homomorphism 4> (defined as in the definition of algebras of type (*)). Then it follows from Step 2 that there exists T£((</>®1)(P®P'))* such that Tg=g(T~l)T and hence 2»ee g(aT)T0 is an invertible element of ((<£®1)(P®P'))*, for some aER'/mR' (it suffices to take any ele-ment aÇ-R'/mR' such that ¿Iogg g(a) =1; existence of such an element follows from Lemma 1.6 in [3] ). Let T be any element of E®R' whose image under 0®1 equals aT. Then PGP®R ' and ^geGg(T)Ts £(£®P')* (since the image of the element2Z9ea g(T)Tg under 0® 1 is invertible in 0(E®P') and E with 0 satisfies conditions of the definition of algebras of type (*)). Let T\=^> g{T)Tg then g(Pi)
= TiT~1, for any gGG. Hence {T")geG is a coboundary and this completes the proof of the theorem. First we shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let Rbe a semilocal ring in which all residue fields contain more than k elements. Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra. Finally let M, N be two A-modules finitely presented over R and generated by sets composed of at most k elements and let R' be a commutative R-algebra faithfully flat over R. Then M®R' **a®r'NXR' implies M^aN. 
Remark.
Let P be a semilocal ring with radical m and let R' be a faithfully flat P-algebra such that R/m^R'/mR'. Suppose that A is a finitely generated P-algebra and let M, N be two A -modules finitely presented as P-modules. Then it follows from the proof of Then P0 is a local separable Palgebra, free (and finitely generated) as an P-module, hence P0 can be imbedded in a Galois extension R¿ of P (see [8] ). Moreover R¿ is a semilocal ring in which all residue fields contain at least n elements. Since Corollary 2. Let Rbe a valuation ring, let K be the field of fractions of R and let A be a finitely generated R-algebra. Let L be a field containing K as a subfield and finite dimensional over K. Let R' be any local subring of L which dominates R and has L as its field of fractions. Then for any A-modules M, N, finitely presented as R-modules, M®R' a®r>N®R', if and only if M~aN.
Proof. Since P is a valuation ring hence any P-module without torsion is flat. Hence P' is a flat P-module, since R' dominates P it is in fact a faithfully flat P-module. Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 2.
It follows from the Remark on p. 375 that Theorem 2 can be strengthened to the case where P is a semilocal ring. This stronger result gives a generalization of Proposition 2.5.8 (b) of [ó] . Moreover part (a) of the proposition follows easily from the above result.
